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The first full-scale exploration of Warhol’s influence 
across several generations of artists 

Examining in depth the nature of the Warhol sensi-
bility, Regarding Warhol is organized around key 
themes: popular consumer culture and tabloid news, 
celebrity portraiture, issues of sexual identity and 
gender, and practices such as artistic appropriation. 
Each theme is delineated with visual “dialogues” 
between key examples of Warhol’s paintings, sculp-
ture, photographs, and films, along with works by 
some fifty other artists, among them John Baldessari, 
Vija Celmins, Gilbert & George, Felix Gonzalez- 
Torres, Robert Gober, Nan Goldin, Damien Hirst, 
Alfredo Jaar, Deborah Kass, Alex Katz, Jeff Koons, 
Barbara Kruger, Glenn Ligon, Robert Mapple-
thorpe, Vik Muniz, Takashi Murakami, Bruce Nau-
man, Cady Noland, Elizabeth Peyton, Sigmar Polke,  
Richard Prince, Gerhard Richter, Ed Ruscha, Cindy 
Sherman, and Luc Tuymans. These juxtapositions 
not only demonstrate Warhol’s overt influence but 
also suggest how artists have either worked in paral-
lel modes or developed his model in dynamic new 
directions. The volume includes a major essay by 
critic Mark Rosenthal, original interviews with many 
of the artists featured in the book, and an extensive 
illustrated chronology that charts the “Warhol effect” 
over the past fifty years.

REGARDING 
WARHOL

Fifty Artists, Fifty Years

Mark Rosenthal,  
Marla Prather, Ian Alteveer, 

and Rebecca Lowery

Exhibition schedule:  
The Metropolitan  

Museum of Art, 
Sept. 18–Dec. 31, 2012 

The Andy Warhol Museum, 
Pittsburgh,  

Feb. 2–April 28, 2013 

September  
304 pp., hard- and softcover 

9 × 10 ½ in. 
255 color + b/w ill. 

Yale hc isbn: 978-0-300-18498-3 $60 
MMA hc sku: 80-016080 $60 

MMA sc sku: 80-016103 $45

Two legendary designers discuss art, fashion, life, and 
the power of femininity

Although separated by several decades, the fashion 
designers Elsa Schiaparelli and Miuccia Prada—both 
Italian, both feminists—share surprising affinities. 
Schiaparelli, from the 1920s through the 1950s, and 
Prada, from the late 1980s to today, exploited the nar-
rative possibilities of prints, were closely associated 
with the artistic avant-garde, played with ideas of 
good and bad taste, and employed trompe l’œil effects 
for surrealistic outcomes. This unique book explores 
the formal and conceptual similarities between the 
designs of these two renowned women. Remarkable 
new photographs of Prada’s clothing are interwoven 
with iconic vintage images of Schiaparelli’s to create a 
visual “dialogue,” reinforced by their own words, that 
demonstrates their shared preferences for unconven-
tional textiles, eccentric color palettes, and a playful 
approach to styling and accessories. The book itself is 
an objet d’art, a “book within a book” that reflects the 
conceptual and inventive nature of their creations. 
Blending the historical with the contemporary, Schia-
parelli and Prada presents a grand “impossible con-
versation” between two of the most important fashion 
designers ever to emerge from Italy.

SCHIAPARELLI  & PRADA 
I M P O S S I B L E  C O N V E R S AT I O N S

SCHIAPARELLI  
AND PRADA
Impossible Conversations

Andrew Bolton and  
Harold Koda
Introduction by Judith Thurman

Exhibition Schedule:  
the metropolitan  
museum of art, 
May 10–Aug. 19, 2012

May  
324 pp., hardcover 
7 ½ × 10 ¼ in. 
124 color + 82 b/w ill. 
Yale isbn: 978-0-300-17955-2 $45 
MMA sku: 80-015982 $45
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The first in-depth exploration of Matisse’s method of 
painting similar subjects in multiple styles

More than most artists, Henri Matisse conducted an 
ongoing dialogue with his earlier works, continually 
questioning himself and his methods in order to, as 
he put it, “push further and deeper into true paint-
ing.” In a fresh approach to this giant of 20th-century 
art, Matisse: In Search of True Painting examines sixty 
works and more than five decades in a series of con-
cise chapters by prominent Matisse scholars from 
the United States and Europe, each focusing on a 
particular aspect of his artistic development. From 
early pairs such as Young Sailor I and II (1906) to 
scenes from the studio in Vence (1946–48), the book 
shows Matisse responding to earlier styles and artists 
and developing his own, often radical, answers to 
such problems as how to portray light, handle paint, 
select colors, and manipulate perspective. The vol-
ume also discusses technical findings that shed more 
light on Matisse’s complex evolution. Both an inti-
mate glimpse into the artistic process and a signifi-
cant addition to the literature on modern art, Matisse: 
In Search of True Painting traces the path by which 
Matisse became himself.

MATISSE
In Search of True Painting

edited by Rebecca Rabinow 
and Dorthe Aagesen

Exhibition schedule:  
Centre Pompidou, Paris,  

March 7–June 18, 2012 
Statens Museum for Kunst,  

Copenhagen,  
July 14–Oct. 28, 2012 

The Metropolitan  
Museum of Art,  

Dec. 11, 2012–March 17, 2013

August  
256 pp., hardcover 

9 × 10 ½ in. 
200 color ill. 

Yale isbn: 978-0-300-18497-6 $50 
MMA sku: 80-016084 $50

Photographic fakery, from the origins of the medium 
through the late 20th century

It is a long-held truism that “the camera does not lie.” 
But, as Mia Fineman argues with panache in this illu-
minating volume, this might be the largest myth of 
all. While modern technology, such as Adobe’s Pho-
toshop software, has accustomed viewers to more 
obvious levels of image manipulation, the practice of 
doctoring photographs has existed since the begin-
ning. In Faking It, Fineman demonstrates how today’s 
digitally manipulated images are part of a continuum 
that reaches back to the earliest years of photography, 
encompassing methods as varied as multiple expo-
sure, negative retouching, and photomontage. 
Among the book’s revelations are previously un-
known versions of two canonical works, one bla-
tantly fantastical (Yves Klein’s Leap into the Void of 
1960), the other a supposedly unadulterated record 
(Paul Strand’s City Hall Park of 1915). Featuring 160 
captivating pictures created between the 1840s and 
1990 in the service of art, politics, news, entertain-
ment, and commerce—and the stories behind them 
—Faking It provides an essential counterhistory of 
photography as an inspired blend of fabricated truths 
and artful falsehoods.

FAKING IT
Manipulated Photography 
before Photoshop

Mia Fineman

Exhibition schedule:  
The Metropolitan  
Museum of Art,  
Oct. 11, 2012–Jan. 27, 2013 
National Gallery of art,  
Washington, D.C.,  
Feb. 17–May 5, 2013 
The Museum of Fine Arts,  
Houston,  
June 2–Aug. 25, 2013

October 
288 pp., hardcover 
9 ½ × 10 ½ in. 
250 color + b/w ill.  
Yale isbn: 978-0-300-18501-0 $60 

MMA sku: 80-016081 $60
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The extraordinary art and material culture of the 
Byzantine Empire, during the momentous 7th to 9th 
centuries

This magnificent volume explores the epochal trans-
formations and unexpected continuities in the 
southern provinces of the Byzantine Empire. At the 
beginning of the 7th century, the vibrant, diverse 
areas of North Africa and the eastern Mediterranean 
were at the crossroads of exchanges reaching from 
Spain to China. These regions experienced historic 
upheavals when their Christian and Jewish commu-
nities encountered the emerging Islamic world,  
and by the 9th century an unprecedented cross- 
fertilization of cultures had taken place. This extraor-
dinary age is brought vividly to life in insightful  
contributions by leading international scholars,  
illustrated with the period’s most notable arts and 
artifacts. Resplendent images of authority, religion, 
and trade—embodied in precious metals, brilliant 
textiles, ivories, mosaics, manuscripts, and icons, 
many of them never before published—highlight the 
dynamic dialogue between the rich array of Byzan-
tine styles and the newly forming Islamic aesthetic. 
With its masterful exploration of two centuries that 
would shape the emerging medieval world, this illu-
minating publication provides a unique interpreta-
tion of a period that still resonates today.

“This catalog is an outstanding introduction to the 
transition from late antiquity to Islam. It presents the 
views of a new generation of scholars, who have 
brought significant changes of perspective to our 
understanding of the period as a whole.”

—New York Review of Books

BYzANTIUM  
AND ISL AM

Age of Transition

edited by Helen C. Evans, 
with Brandie Ratliff

Exhibition Schedule: 
The Metropolitan  

Museum of Art,  
March 14–July 8, 2012

The distinctive style known as Rinpa is celebrated for 
its use of lavish pigments, literary references, and elo-
quent experimentation with calligraphy. Central to 
the Rinpa aesthetic is the evocation of natural motifs, 
as well as eye-catching compositions that cleverly 
integrate text and image. Featuring some ninety 
works from notable public and private collections—
including painting, calligraphy, printed books, tex-
tiles, lacquerware, and ceramics—Designing Nature 
traces the development of Rinpa, highlighting the 
school’s major proponents and, for the first time, the 
influence of this quintessential Japanese style on 
modern design aesthetics in the East and the West.

August  
176 pp., softcover with flaps 
9 ½ × 10 ¾ in.  
125 color ill. 
Yale isbn: 978-0-300-18499-0 $29.95 
MMA sku: 80-016087 $29.95

Of universal appeal and great beauty, Peruvian 
feather arts were part of a sophisticated textile tradi-
tion that spanned several thousand years before the 
Spaniards’ arrival in the 16th century. This richly 
illustrated publication is the first to be devoted solely 
to these rare treasures, which include brightly col-
ored and detailed garments, headdresses, personal 
ornaments, and ritual objects. More than 60 out-
standing pieces from international collections are 
discussed and illustrated. 

October 
208 pp., hardcover 
9 × 9 ½ in. 
170 color ill. 
Yale isbn: 978-0-300-16979-9 $60 
MMA sku: 80-016086 $60

Peruvian 
Featherworks
Art of the Precolumbian Era

Heidi King 

Designing nature
The Rinpa Aesthetic in  
Japanese Art

John T. Carpenter

Exhibition schedule: 
The Metropolitan  
Museum of Art,  
May 26, 2012–Jan. 13, 2013

Available now 
352 pp., hard- and softcover 

9 ¼ × 12 in. 
468 color + 3 b/w ill.  

Yale hc isbn: 978-0-300-17950-7  $65 
MMA hc sku: 80-015446 $65 

MMA sc sku: 80-015451 $45
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Art and Anatomy in Renaissance Italy
images from a scientific revolution
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ISBN 978-0-300-17957-6

The pyramids and sphinxes of Pharaonic Egypt are 
cultural icons. Less well known, but equally impres-
sive, are the rare and ancient images of people, ani-
mals, and landscapes made by the Egyptians who 
lived before the age of the pharaohs, at a time when 
the conventions of Egyptian art had not yet fully 
evolved. With illustrations of more than 180 objects 
created from 4000 to 2650 b.c., Dawn of Egyptian Art 
presents the beginnings of the art forms in which the 
early Egyptians recorded their beliefs and culture, 
representations of the self and the universe, the rela-
tionship between image and writing, and their evolv-
ing view of how the world worked.

available now 
288 pp., hardcover 

9 × 10 in. 
234 color + 12 b/w ill. 

Yale isbn: 978-0-300-17952-1 $60 
MMA sku: 80-015544 $60

The Accademia Carrara of Bergamo is one of Italy’s 
premier paintings galleries but remains little known 
outside that country. Bellini, Titian, and Lotto pres-
ents 15 superlative North Italian paintings from the 
Accademia’s collection, all dating from 1450 to 1550, 
including Giovanni Bellini’s haunting Pietà, Lorenzo 
Lotto’s celebrated Martinengo Altarpiece, and Orpheus 
and Eurydice, a tour de force of Titian’s early career.

May 
80 pp., softcover with flaps 

7 × 9 in.  
40 color ill. 

Yale isbn: 978-0-300-17956-9 $19.95 
MMA sku: 80-015985 $19.95

Bellini, titian,  
anD lotto

North Italian Paintings from the 
Accademia Carrara, Bergamo

Andrea Bayer and  
Maria Cristina Rodeschini

Exhibition Schedule: 
The Metropolitan  

Museum of Art,  
May 15–Sept. 3, 2012

Dawn oF egyPtian art

Diana Craig Patch

Exhibition schedule: 
The Metropolitan  

Museum of Art, 
April 10–Aug. 5, 2012

Covered with impressions from the fast-working art-
ist’s fingers and tools, Bernini’s terracotta models 
give the viewer a sense of looking over his shoulder 
as the sculptures take shape. Although long admired, 
the terracottas have never before enjoyed a detailed 
examination in their own right. Bernini: Sculpting in 
Clay presents a wealth of new discoveries, giving 
readers a vivid sense of how 17th-century Rome’s 
busiest sculpture studio fulfilled a steady stream of 
monumental commissions. Richly illustrated with 
revealing close-up details and comparisons with the 
monumental sculptures the models prepared, this 
magnificent volume transforms our understanding 
of Bernini—and, through him, the beginnings of 
modern sculptural practice. 

October 
400 pp., hardcover 
9 × 11 in.  
336 color ill. 
Yale isbn: 978-0-300-18500-3 $65 
MMA sku: 80-016083 $65

Known as the “century of anatomy,” the 16th century 
in Italy saw an explosion of treatises on the discipline. 
Simultaneously, many of the period’s most promi-
nent artists—including Leonardo, Michelangelo, 
Raphael, and Rubens—studied anatomy for their 
own works. Art and Anatomy in Renaissance Italy 
examines this crossroads between art and science, 
showing how it led to a previously unattained beauty 
and accuracy in detailing the human body. 

Available now 
48 pp., softcover 
8 ½ × 11 in. 
68 color + 4 b/w ill. 
Yale isbn: 978-0-300-17957-6 $14.95 
MMA sku: 80-015608 $14.95

art anD anatomy in 
renaissance italy
Images from a Scientific Revolution

Domenico Laurenza

Bernini: sculPting  
in cl ay

C. D. Dickerson III,  
Anthony Sigel, and  
Ian Wardropper

Exhibition schedule:  
The Metropolitan  
Museum of Art,  
Oct. 3, 2012–Jan. 6, 2013 
Kimbell Art Museum,  
Fort Worth,  
Feb. 3–April 14, 2013

D
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patch

Dawn of Egyptian Art
Diana craig patch

The cultural icons of Pharaonic Egypt, from the Great Sphinx  

at Giza to the famous burial of Tutankhamun, are among the 

world’s most renowned works of art. Less well known, but 

equally impressive, are the rare and ancient images of people, 

animals, and landscapes made by the Egyptians who lived prior 

to the age of the pharaohs, when the formal conventions of 

Egyptian art had not yet fully evolved. With illustrations of 

more than 180 objects created from about 4000 to 2650 bc, 

Dawn of Egyptian Art presents the art forms and iconography  

in which the early Egyptians recorded their beliefs about the 

land where they lived, the yearly events that took place there, 

and what they thought was important to the eternal survival of 

their world. Comprehensive texts explore the origins and early 

development of the culture of ancient Egypt while discussing 

the relation ship between image and writing as well as the 

representation of the self and the universe.

288 pages, 246 illustrations, including 234 in full color; map; 

selected references; chronologies; index

Diana Craig Patch is Associate Curator in the Department of 

Egyptian Art, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.

Jacket illustrations: front, Palette in the shape of a pair of turtles, Naqada II (ca. 3650–

3300 bc) (cat. 11); back, Female “tag” figurine, Naqada IIb (ca. 3500 bc) (cat. 113)

The Metropolitan Museum of Art

1000 Fifth Avenue

New York, New York 10028

metmuseum.org

Distributed by

Yale University Press, New Haven and London

yalebooks.com/art

yalebooks.co.uk

printed in belgium
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Produced in the late 18th century, Abraham and 
David Roentgen’s cabinetry combined innovative 
designs with revolutionary mechanical devices and 
was promoted to their international clientele using 
novel marketing techniques. This landmark publica-
tion is the first comprehensive survey of the Roent-
gens’ life and work. Detailed discussions and 
illustrations explain the intricate mechanical work-
ings of these extraordinary pieces, complemented by 
artworks that show them in situ, design drawings, 
and previously unpublished documents. A landmark 
of art and social history, Extravagant Inventions estab-
lishes the Roentgens’ legacy as principal cabinet-
makers of the ancien régime. 

October 
304 pp., hardcover 

9 ½ × 11 ½ in.  
220 color ill. 

Yale isbn: 978-0-300-18502-7 $75  
MMA sku: 80-016085 $65 ($75 after Feb. 2013)

Dürer and Beyond presents more than 100 German, 
Swiss, Austrian, and Bohemian drawings from the 
Metropolitan Museum’s outstanding collection, in-
cluding works by Albrecht Dürer, Albrecht Altdorfer, 
Urs Graf, Hans Holbein the Younger, and Wences-
laus Hollar, as well as works by equally superb but 
less known draftsmen. Richly illustrated and fully 
documented with artist biographies, comparative 
illustrations, and enlightening commentary, this 
book makes a significant contribution to the field  of 
Central European drawing, an area that has not been 
widely explored.

available now 
272 pp., hardcover 

9 ½ × 10 in. 
325 color + 5 b/w ill. 

Yale isbn: 978-0-300-17951-4 $65 
MMA sku: 80-015980 $65

Dürer anD BeyonD
Central European Drawings,  

1400–1700 

Stijn Alsteens and Freyda Spira

Exhibition schedule: 
The Metropolitan  

Museum of Art,  
April 3–Sept. 3, 2012

extravagant 
inventions

The Princely Furniture  
of the Roentgens

Wolfram Koeppe

Exhibition schedule: 
The Metropolitan  

Museum of Art,  
Oct. 30, 2012–Jan. 27, 2013

During its early history, Afghanistan was a crossroads 
of commerce from diverse cultures along bustling 
trade routes (the “Silk Road”) that stretched from 
China to Egypt. This compelling volume examines 
objects from Afghanistan’s antiquity as it leads us 
through the rich background of this fascinating coun-
try. Expert perspectives on archaeology, art history, 
and material culture can be found in ten essays explor-
ing such issues as relations between nomadic and 
sedentary populations; contacts with Rome, Iran, 
China, and India; and the creation of unique Bac-
trian styles of expression.

April 
160 pp., softcover with flaps 
7 7/8 × 10 in. 
93 color + 50 b/w ill. 
Yale isbn: 978-0-300-17954-5 $35 
MMA sku: 80-015986 $35

This volume explores interconnections among civili-
zations extending from Mesopotamia to the Medi-
terranean, in papers ranging from reports of new 
archaeological discoveries and art-historical inter-
pretations of material culture, to investigations of lit-
erary, historical, and political aspects of interaction 
among the great powers of the Near East, Egypt, and 
the Aegean in the 2nd millennium B.C. A companion 
to the exhibition catalogue Beyond Babylon, this 
symposium volume complements the remarkable 
scope of the latter with in-depth explorations of spe-
cific topics.

November 
320 pp., softcover with flaps 
7 7/8 × 10 in. 
300 color ill. 
Yale isbn: 978-0-300-18503-4 $50 
MMA sku: 80-016088 $50

cultures in contact 
From Mesopotamia to the  
Mediterranean in the Second  
Millennium b.c.
The Metropolitan Museum  
of Art Symposia

edited by Joan Aruz

aFghanistan
Forging Civilizations along  
the Silk Road
The Metropolitan Museum  
of Art Symposia

edited by Joan Aruz and 
Elisabetta Valtz Fino
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the metropol itan 
museum of art Guide

Lightweight and easily navigable, this pocket-size 
volume is an ideal gallery companion, and its sug-
gested itinerary for each visit allows museumgoers to 
customize their experience. With orienting maps, 
brief contextual overviews, and highlighted master-
pieces—including the brilliantly restored Washing-
ton Crossing the Delaware by Emanuel Leutze—this 
guide is perfect for those who wish to thoroughly 
explore the new American Wing or simply take a lei-
surely stroll through three centuries of American his-
tory and fine art.

Published in association with Scala Publishers

Available now 
96 pp., softcover with flaps 

4 ¼ × 7 ¾ in. 
120 color ill.; maps 

Scala isbn: 978-1-85759-742-4 $9.95 
MMA sku: 80-015089 $9.95

Home to an extraordinary collection of treasured 
masterworks, including the famed Unicorn Tapes-
tries, The Cloisters are devoted to the art and archi-
tecture of medieval Europe. This splendid new guide, 
published to celebrate The Cloisters’ 75th anniver-
sary and featuring more than two dozen new objects, 
richly illustrates and describes the most important 
highlights of its collection, from paintings, illumi-
nated manuscripts, and exquisitely carved ivories to 
religious and domestic interiors. These meditative 
spaces combine artistic masterpieces with fragrant 
flora and open vistas, offering visitors an oasis of 
serenity and inspiration—an experience that this 
book encapsulates and enhances. 

October  
204 pp., softcover with flaps 

6 ¾ × 9 ¾ in. 
200 color ill. 

Yale isbn: 978-0-300-18720-5 $24.95 
MMA sku: 80-016082 $24.95

the cloister s
Medieval Art and Architecture

Revised and updated edition

Peter Barnet and Nancy Wu

the american wing 
at the metroPolitan 

museum oF art
A Walking Guide

The definitive guide to one of the world’s largest and 
most renowned collections of art—the first new edi-
tion in nearly 30 years

This completely reconceived and rewritten guide  
to the Metropolitan Museum’s encyclopedic hold-
ings provides the ideal introduction to almost 600 
essential masterpieces from one of the world’s most 
popular and beloved museums. It features a compel-
ling and accessible design, beautiful color reproduc-
tions, and up-to-date descriptions written by the 
Museum’s own experts. More than a simple souvenir, 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art Guide offers a com-
prehensive view of art history spanning five millen-
nia and the entire globe, beginning with the ancient 
world and ending in contemporary times. It includes 
media as varied as painting, photography, costume, 
sculpture, decorative arts, musical instruments, arms 
and armor, works on paper, and many more. Present-
ing works ranging from the ancient Egyptian Temple 
of Dendur to Canova’s Perseus with the Head of 
Medusa to Sargent’s Madame X, this is an indispens-
able volume for lovers of art and art history, and for 
anyone who has ever wished to linger over the most 
iconic works in the Met’s unparalleled collection. 

Thomas P. Campbell is Director of The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, New York

“Teachers of any grade level could use the guide as an 
introduction to art of the whole world from the last 
6,000 years.”  —New York Times

available now 
456 pp., flexibound  
6 ¾ × 9 ¾ in. 
600 color ill. 
Yale isbn: 978-0-300-17949-1 $24.95 
MMA sku: 80-015609 $24.95

THE  
METROPOLITAN 
MUSEUM OF ART 
GUIDE

Introduction by  
Thomas P. Campbell
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The Renaissance Portrait 
f r o m  d o n at e l l o  t o  b e l l i n i

“Stunning.” —Wall Street Journal

“McQueen’s brilliance is celebrated in this sumptu-
ous tome . . . The hologram cover makes it a collec-
tor’s item.”  —Harper’s Bazaar

“A captivating tribute to the designer’s most radical 
and beautiful creations.”  —Daily Express

“A reference book upon which future explorations of 
Mr. McQueen’s importance may be weighed.”  
 —New York Times

“An authoritative and moving insight into the legacy 
of the British designer . . . Sensitive and intelligent.”  
 —Financial Times

240 pp., hardcover with lenticular cover 
9 ¾ × 13 ¼ in.  

284 color + 3 b/w ill. 
Yale isbn: 978-0-300-16978-2 $50 

MMA sku: 80-01180 $50

Fifteenth-century Italy hosted the first great age of 
portraiture in Europe, in which artists concentrated 
on producing likenesses and expressions of personal-
ity. With more than 160 works by Donatello, Filippo 
Lippi, Botticelli, Ghirlandaio, Pisanello, Mantegna, 
and many others, The Renaissance Portrait provides 
new insight into the early history of portraiture and 
its relation to Renaissance ideals. 

“Includes essays by all the stars of Italian Renaissance 
art history.” —The Art Newspaper

“Takes the otherworldly beauty of the Renaissance 
and grounds it in the humanism it originally sprung 
from.”  —Big Think 

432 pp., hard- and softcover 
9 × 11 in. 

255 color + 6 b/w ill. 
Yale hc isbn: 978-0-300-17591-2 $65 

MMA hc sku: 80-012411 $65 
MMA sc sku: 80-012460 $45

the renaissance 
Portrait

From Donatello to Bellini

edited by Keith Christiansen and 
Stefan Weppelmann

alexanDer mcQueen
Savage Beauty

Andrew Bolton, with 
contributions by Susannah 

Frankel and Tim Blanks

Includes “Treasures from Tell Basta,” by Christine 
Lilyquist; “The First Assyrian Reliefs in Europe,” by 
Paul Collins; “The Cloisters Annunciation by the 
Master of Charles of France,” by Robert Schindler; 
“The Life and Work of Claude Simpol (1666– 
ca. 1710),” by François Marandet; “Remy Absille and 
the Marquis de Cabris,” by Christian Baulez; “The 
Bellangé,” by Sylvain Cordier; “Thomas Eakins’s The 
Chess Players Replayed,” by William Hauptman; 
“Letters from Costantino Ressman to William Riggs, 
Collectors of Arms and Armor,” by Elena Carrara; 
and “Antique Arms for the New World: The Duc de 
Dino Collection,” by Stuart W. Pyhrr.

December 
200 pp., softcover 
9 × 11 in. 
300 color ill.  
MMA isbn: 978-1-58839-478-1 $75  
MMA sku: 80-016089 $75 
Dist. by University of Chicago Press

This highly anticipated volume completes the com-
prehensive series, a model of its kind, cataloguing 
the  extraordinarily diverse holdings in the Robert 
Lehman Collection at the Metropolitan Museum. 
Presented here are more than 400 works in the deco-
rative arts dating from antiquity to the 20th century 
and ranging from intricately enameled watches (one 
was once owned by King Louis XIV) to monumen-
tally carved wedding chests.   

May 
424 pp., hardcover 
8 ½ × 11 in. 
465 color + 108 duotone ill. 
MMA ISBN: 978-1-58839-450-7 $95 
MMA Sku: 80-015691 $95 
Dist. by Princeton University Press 

the roBert lehman 
collection
Volume XV: Decorative Arts

metroPolitan 
museum Journal
Volume 47 / 2012
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STORYTELLING IN 
JAPANESE ART

Korean Buncheong Ceramics
 from Leeum, Samsung Museum of Art

Nearly as old as humanity itself is the impulse to tell 
and illustrate stories. In Japan, the narrative drive has 
been expressed in both sweeping literary sagas and 
stunningly elaborate paintings. Storytelling in Japa-
nese Art presents 14 classic Japanese stories—tales 
romantic and terrifying, epic and meditative—as 
told through a selection of remarkable visual works 
ranging in date from the 13th to the 19th century. 
Richly illustrated and with multiple gatefolds, this 
“delightful confection” is “both an encyclopedic 
introduction and a nice gift book for those interested 
in Japanese art or storytelling” (Library Journal).

120 pp., softcover 
9 × 8 in. 

95 color ill., 6 gatefolds 
Yale isbn: 978-0-300-17590-5 $25 

MMA sku: 80-013583 $24.95

This innovative study presents new scholarship on 
Buncheong ceramics and illustrates why this histori-
cal art form, which began in Korea in the 15th and 
16th centuries, continues to resonate with contem-
porary artists.

“An engaging and thorough history of buncheong . . . 
instructive to a contemporary audience and relevant 
to ceramic artists.” —Ceramics Monthly

“Admirably lucid catalog essays . . . raise intriguing 
questions about what the buncheong style meant to 
its creators and consumers.” —New York Times

176 pp., hardcover 
8 ¾ × 10 ½ in. 

125 color + 75 b/w ill. 
Yale isbn: 978-0-300-15516-7 $45 

MMA sku: 80-011987 $45

korean Buncheong 
ceramics

from Leeum, Samsung  
Museum of Art 

Soyoung Lee and  
Jeon Seung-chang

story telling in  
JaPanese art

Masako Watanabe

Man, Myth, and Sensual Pleasures 
Jan Goss art ’s  R enaiss an ce

The Complete Works

Winner of the Alfred H. Barr Jr. Award

“A monument of fine scholarship . . . will remain the 
long-lasting bible on Gossart.”   
 —Burlington Magazine 

“A massive enterprise . . . a treatment so comprehen-
sive that it will be definitive for generations.”   
 —Art Newspaper

“Excellent, indispensable.” —Financial Times 

“A significant scholarly achievement.”  —Apollo 

“A landmark book of the highest scholarship, which 
will stand as the authoritative source on the artist for 
years to come.”  —CAA Reviews

496 pp., hardcover  
9 ½ × 12 in. 
337 color + 116 b/w ill. 
Yale isbn: 978-0-300-16657-6 $85 
MMA sku: 80-008706 $85

A master photographer, Alfred Stieglitz was also a 
visionary promoter and collector of 20th-century 
American and European art. Operating a succession 
of influential New York galleries, Stieglitz exhibited 
many important artists of the era, including Bran-
cusi, Demuth, Hartley, Kandinsky, Matisse, O’Keeffe, 
and Picasso. Stieglitz and His Artists presents more 
than 400 paintings, sculptures, drawings, and prints, 
augmented by archival photographs and letters, that 
bring this fascinating period to life. 

“Beautifully produced and exhaustively researched 
. . . suggests the astonishing range of Stieglitz’s inter-
ests.” —Joyce Carol Oates, Times Literary Supplement

360 pp., hardcover 
9 × 10 in. 
785 color + 15 b/w ill. 
Yale isbn: 978-0-300-17588-2 $65 
MMA sku: 80-013310 $65

stieglitz anD  
his artists
Matisse to O’Keeffe

edited by Lisa Mintz Messinger

man, my th, anD  
sensual Pleasures
Jan Gossart’s Renaissance:  
The Complete Works
back in print!

edited by Maryan W. Ainsworth
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TURKMEN JEWELRY

This vividly illustrated book features 110 works by the 
most important painters in the history of Indian art. 
Refuting the long-held view of anonymous author-
ship in Indian art, it discusses these remarkable 
paintings as works by identifiable artists—many of 
whom were accorded the supreme honorific “won-
der of the age.” 

“A work of consummate scholarship, this book is per-
fect for readers with a serious interest in the history, 
art, and artists of India and Southeast Asia.”  
 —Library Journal

“The beautifully reproduced images will make this 
book appeal to Indian art aficionados as well as those 
looking for a digestible introduction to an œuvre of 
lesser-known masters.”  —Publishers Weekly

224 pp., hardcover 
9 ¼ × 10 ½ in. 

155 color + 10 b/w ill. 
Yale isbn: 978-0-300-17582-0 $45 

MMA sku: 80-012412 $45

Admired for their carpets and textiles, the Turkmen 
people of Central Asia and Iran have also long distin-
guished themselves as makers of extraordinary silver 
jewelry. This catalogue, the first devoted to Turkmen 
jewelry, presents nearly 200 pieces in glorious detail, 
ranging from crowns and headdresses to armbands 
and rings.

“Broadens the appreciation of these vibrant, monu-
mental pieces.” —Persian Heritage

264 pp., hardcover 
9 × 12 in. 

265 color + 25 b/w ill. 
Yale isbn: 978-0-300-12404-0 $60 

MMA sku: 80-012410 $60

turkmen Jewelry
Silver Ornaments from the  

Marshall and Marilyn R. Wolf 
Collection

Layla S. Diba

wonDer oF the age
Master Painters of India, 1100–1900

John Guy and Jorrit Britschgi

This lavish and informative book explores the diver-
sity and range of the Islamic aesthetic, through nearly 
300 masterworks that range chronologically from the 
origins of Islam in the 7th century through the 19th 
century, and geographically from as far west as Spain 
to as far east as Southeast Asia. The media represented 
include miniature paintings and illuminated manu-
scripts, ceramics, textiles, carpets, glass, and metal-
work, from both the sacred and the secular realms.

“Of the numerous surveys of Islamic art already 
available, this is probably the most comprehensive 
and scholarly while at the same time being quite 
accessible.” —Apollo

448 pp., hard- and softcover 
9 × 11 in. 
377 color ill. 
Yale HC isbn: 978-0-300-17585-1 $65 
MMA HC sku: 80-012409 $65 
MMA SC sku: 80-012461 $45

The 16th-century Shahnama of Shah Tahmasp is con-
sidered the most beautiful version ever produced of 
this seminal Iranian epic. The original tome, with its 
exquisite illuminations, was dispersed in the 20th 
century. Now, for the first time, all 262 illuminated 
pages are reunited in an oversize, full-color facsimile 
that is itself a bibliographic and artistic treasure. The 
clothbound hardcover is boxed in a fully illustrated 
slipcase. A limited, numbered deluxe edition is 
bound in leather with ornate gold stamping and 
housed in a cloth-covered clamshell box.

288 pp. 
12 ½ × 17 ¼ in. 
300 color ill. 
Clothbound edition with slipcase:  
Yale isbn: 978-0-300-17586-8 $200 
MMA sku: 80-013583 $200 
Leather-bound edition in box: 
Yale isbn: 978-0-300-17942-2 $500 
MMA sku: 80-013810 $500

the “shahnama” oF 
shah tahmasP
The Persian Book of Kings

Introduction by Sheila R. Canby

masterPieces From 
the DePartment oF 
isl amic art 
in The Metropolitan Museum of Art

edited by Maryam D. Ekhtiar, 
Priscilla P. Soucek, Sheila R. 
Canby, and Navina Najat Haidar
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Infinite Jest
CariCature and Satire 

from Leonardo to Levine

Heroic Africans 
LEGENDARY LEADERS, ICONIC SCULPTURES

Ninety-two masterpieces of sculpture from the 
Renaissance through the 19th century by the great 
European sculptors—including Gian Lorenzo Ber-
nini, Jean-Antoine Houdon, Antoine-Louis Barye, 
Jean-Baptiste Carpeaux, and Auguste Rodin—are 
captured in glorious new photography. 

“A beautiful and accessible overview of one of the 
world’s great collections of statuary . . . Highly rec-
ommended.”  —Library Journal

292 pp., hardcover 
8 ½ × 12 in. 

300 color ill. 
Yale isbn: 978-0-300-17589-9 $65 

MMA sku: 80-013544 $65

Over the centuries, artists across sub-Saharan Africa 
have memorialized eminent figures in their societies 
using an astonishingly diverse repertoire of naturalis-
tic and abstract sculptural idioms. This publication 
reexamines major landmarks of African art in terms 
of the individuals who inspired them and the cultural 
values that informed them.

312 pp., hardcover 
8 ½ × 11 ½ in. 

232 color + 70 b/w ill. 
Yale isbn: 978-0-300-17584-4 $60 

MMA sku: 80-013409 $60

heroic aFricans
Legendary Leaders,  

Iconic Sculptures

Alisa LaGamma

euroPean sculPture, 
1400–19 00

in The Metropolitan Museum of Art

Ian Wardropper

From Leonardo’s drawings of grotesque heads to 
contemporary prints lampooning American politi-
cians, this volume offers 165 examples—many previ-
ously unpublished—that reflect the age-old tradition 
of employing exaggeration and humor to convey per-
sonal, social, or political meaning. 

“Virtuously researched, gracefully written and beau-
tifully printed.”  —P. J. O’Rourke, Prospect

“Will leave you feeling that realism is a deviation 
from the proper business of art—caricature—not 
the other way around.” —San Francisco Chronicle

224 pp., hardcover 
9 × 10 in. 
207 color + 4 b/w ill. 
Yale isbn: 978-0-300-17581-3 $45 
MMA sku: 80-012861 $45

In the 19th century, the open window emerged as a 
frequent motif in German, Danish, French, and Rus-
sian painting and drawing. Rooms with a View is the 
first book to explore this intriguing theme in Euro-
pean art, with its Romantic intimations of longing 
and its associated qualities of poetry, luminosity, and 
interiority. 

“Sometimes small books make the most lasting 
impression. I found that to be true about Sabine 
Rewald’s Rooms with a View . . . Rewald always makes 
something resonant of all the images, in prose which 
has its own modest poetry.”   
 — Richard Sennett, Times Literary Supplement  
 (Books of the Year)

204 pp., softcover 
8 × 10 in. 
110 color + 5 b/w ill. 
Yale isbn: 978-0-300-16977-5 $30 
MMA sku: 80-011657 $30

rooms with a view
The Open Window  
in the 19th Century

Sabine Rewald

inFinite Jest
Caricature and Satire  
from Leonardo to Levine

Constance C. McPhee and 
Nadine M. Orenstein
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stieglitz
steichen
strand

The first monograph in more than 70 years on Dun-
can Phyfe, America’s best-known cabinetmaker, this 
richly illustrated volume covers the full sweep of 
Phyfe’s distinguished career, bringing to light new 
information on his life and workshop production, 
and revealing the story of his transformation from 
young craftsman to American icon.

“Superb . . . this is a publication to delight the eye as 
well as the curious intellect.”   
 —The Magazine Antiques

312 pp., hardcover 
9 ½ × 12 in. 
343 color ill. 
Yale isbn: 978-0-300-15511-2 $65 
MMA sku: 80-013592 $65

“A beautifully produced catalogue of the ‘big three’ of 
early twentieth-century American photography.”  
 —The Guardian

“Will be of great interest to photographers and aes-
thetes across the board.” —Library Journal

“The perfect primer to these essential artists.”   
 —Big Think

Financial Times Book of the Year

Winner, Special Trade, Photography, 2011 New York 
Book Show Awards

Silver medal, Photography, 2011 Independent Pub-
lishers Book Awards

180 pp., hardcover 
10 × 12 in. 
126 color + 9 b/w ill. 
Yale isbn: 978-0-300-16901-0 $35 
MMA sku: 80-008609 $35

stieglitz, steichen, 
stranD
Masterworks from  
The Metropolitan Museum of Art

Malcolm Daniel

Duncan PhyFe
Master Cabinetmaker in New York

Peter M. Kenny and  
Michael K. Brown,  
Frances F. Bretter and  
Matthew A. Thurlow

NEED FULL PAGE BLEED IM-
AGE HERE - FEATHERWORK?
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general, collections, 
conservation

Art, Biology, and Conservation: Biodeterioration of 
Works of Art 
MMA hc 05-007158 $65 
YUP hc -10482-0 $65

Europe in the Age of Monarchy 
MMA hc 04-060059 $19.95 
YUP hc -08783-3 $24.95

Guitar Heroes  
MMA pb 80010626 $14.95 
YUP pb -16980-5 $14.95 

The Janice H. Levin Collection of French Art 
MMA hc 05-010210 $35 
YUP hc -09774-0  $35

The Metropolitan Museum of Art Guide 
[See page 12]�

Metropolitan Museum Studies in Art, Science, and 
Technology 
MMA pb 80-006741 $50 
YUP pb -15160-2 $50

Philippe de Montebello and The Metropolitan Museum 
MMA pb 80-005594 $60 
YUP hc -15424-5 $60

A Private Passion: 19th-Century Paintings and 
Drawings 
MMA hc 05-007745 $50 
YUP hc -09884-6 $50

The Renaissance in Italy and Spain 
MMA hc 04-060083 $19.95 
YUP hc -08791-8 $24.95

The Robert Lehman Collection:

Volume I: Italian Paintings  
MMA hc 05-030010 $50 
Princeton University Press hc 
978-0-691-04045-5 $110

Volume III: Nineteenth- and Twentieth-Century 
Paintings 
MMA hc 80-005583 $125 
Princeton University Press hc 
978-0-691-14536-5 $125

Volume VII: Fifteenth- to Eighteenth-Century 
European Drawings 
MMA pb 05-030143 $25

Volume VIII: American Drawings and Watercolors 
MMA pb 05-030168 $45

Volume X: Italian Majolica 
MMA hc 05-030101 $50

Volume XII: Sculpture and Metalwork 
MMA hc 80-013940 $75 
Princeton University Press hc 
978-0-691-15489-3 $75

Volume XIII: Frames 
MMA hc 05-030135 $100 
Princeton University Press hc 
978-0-691-13483-3 $125

Volume XV: Decorative Arts 
[See page 14]�

aFrica , oceania , anD the 
americas

Adorning the World: Art of the Marquesas Islands 
MMA pb 05-007182 $19.95 
YUP pb -10712-8 $19.95

Art and Oracle: African Art and Rituals of Divination 
YUP pb -08678-2 $14.95

Cochineal Red: The Art History of a Color 
MMA pb 80-005325 $14.95 
YUP pb 15513-6 $14.95

The Colonial Andes: Tapestries and Silverwork 
MMA hc 05-007877 $65 
MMA pb 05-007885 $25 
YUP hc -10491-2 $65 

Echoing Images: Couples in African Sculpture 
MMA pb 05-016530 $14.95 
YUP pb -10358-8 $14.95

The Essential Art of African Textiles 
MMA pb 80-000430 $19.95 
YUP pb -14962-3 $19.95

Eternal Ancestors: Central African Reliquary 
MMA hc 05-009295 $50 
YUP hc -12409-5 $65

Heritage of Power: Ancient Sculpture from West Mexico 
MMA pb 05-011226 $19.95 
YUP pb  -10488-2 $19.95

Heroic Africans: Legendary Leaders, Iconic Sculptures 
[See page 21]�

Oceania: Art of the Pacific Islands  
MMA hc 05-002373 $45 
MMA pb 05-002381 $24.95 
YUP hc -12030-1 $45 

The Pacific Islands, Africa, and the Americas 
YUP hc -08789-5 $24.95  

Peruvian Featherworks: Art of the Precolumbian Era 
[See page 6]�

BOOKS IN PRINT The Responsive Eye: Ralph T. Coe and the Collecting of 
American Indian Art 
MMA hc 05-007851 $30 
MMA pb 05-007869 $14.95 
YUP hc -10187-4 $60

Splendid Isolation: Art of Easter Island 
MMA pb 05-007125 $19.95 
YUP pb -09078-9 $19.95

american art

African-American Artists, 1929–1945 
MMA pb 05-010244 $9.95  
YUP pb -09877-8 $14.95

American Drawings and Watercolors: John Singer 
Sargent 
MMA hc 05-003462 $60 
YUP hc -08519-8 $90

American Drawings and Watercolors, Volume 1  
MMA hc 05-004478 $60 
YUP hc -09372-8 $90

American Furniture in The Metropolitan Museum of 
Art: I. Early Colonial Period 
MMA hc 05-003520 $60 
YUP hc -11647-2 $90

American Paintings in The Metropolitan Museum of Art

Volume 1 
MMA hc 05-005160 $50 
MMA pb 05-001508 $25 
Princeton University Press hc  
978-0-691-03795-0  $140

Volume 2 
MMA hc 05-000971 $50

Volume 3 
MMA hc 05-001078 $50

American Portrait Miniatures  
MMA hc 80-005603 $65 
YUP hc -14895-4 $65

American Quilts & Coverlets  
MMA hc 05-004494 $29.95 
YUP hc -15903-5 $29.95 

American Sculpture in The Metropolitan Museum of Art

Volume I 
MMA hc 05-007109 $50 
YUP hc -08517-4 $50

Volume II 
MMA hc 05-007117 $50  
YUP hc -08847-2 $50

The American Wing: A Walking Guide 
[See page 13]�

Art and the Empire City 
MMA hc 05-001516 $19.95  
YUP hc -08518-1 $29.95

Augustus Saint-Gaudens  
MMA pb 80-000525  $19.95  
YUP pb -15188-6 $19.95

Candace Wheeler 
MMA hc 05-009998 $29.95  
YUP hc -09081-9 $29.95

Childe Hassam 
MMA hc 05-007778 $35  
MMA pb 05-007786 $10  
YUP hc -10293-2 $35 

Creating Central Park 
MMA pb 04-052288 $19.95 
YUP pb -13669-2 $19.95

Duncan Phyfe: Master Cabinetmaker 
[See page 22]�

Frank Lloyd Wright 
MMA pb 04-006169 $14.95

Gilbert Stuart 
MMA hc 05-008628 $25 
MMA pb 05-008636 $10  
YUP hc -10495-0 $65

John Singer Sargent 
MMA pb 04-052056 $12.95

Louis Comfort Tiffany and Laurelton Hall 
MMA hc 05-007927 $25 
YUP hc -11787-5 $65

Perspectives on American Sculpture before 1925 
MMA pb 05-008693 $24.95 
YUP pb -10320-5 $40

Thomas Eakins 
MMA pb 04-051884 $12.95

Washington Crossing the Delaware 
MMA pb 80013584 $14.95 
Yale pb -17642-1 $14.95

ancient near east

Afghanistan: Forging Civilizations along the Silk Road 
[See page 10]�

Art of the First Cities 
YUP hc -09883-9 $75

Beyond Babylon: Art, Trade, and Diplomacy in the 
Second Millennium b.c.  
MMA hc 05-001391 $75  
YUP hc -14143-6 $75

Bronze and Iron: Ancient Near Eastern Artifacts  
MMA hc 05-004817 $75  
YUP hc -08581-5 $75

Cultures in Contact: From Mesopotamia to the 
Mediterranean 
[See page 10]�
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Cuneiform Texts

Volume I  
MMA hc 05-004635 $75

The Golden Deer of Eurasia: Perspectives on the Steppe 
Nomads of the Ancient World 
MMA pb 05-004338 $25 
YUP pb -12403-3 $25

The Golden Deer of Eurasia: Scythian and Sarmatian 
Treasures from the Russian Steppes 
MMA hc 05-007307 $35 
YUP hc -08510-5 $35

The Year One: Art of the Ancient World East and West 
MMA hc 05-002175 $19.95 
YUP hc -08514-3 $19.95 

arms anD armor

Arms and Armor: Notable Acquisitions, 1991–2002 
MMA pb 05-016480 $9.95 
YUP pb -09876-1 $14.95

Art of the Samurai: Japanese Arms and Armor 
MMA hc 80-005048 $65 
YUP hc -14205-1 $65

Warriors of the Himalayas: Arms and Armor of Tibet  
MMA hc 05-00161-5 $75 
MMA pb 05-00162-3 $45 
YUP hc -11153-8 $75

asian art

The Art of Gandhara  
MMA pb 05-007943 $24.95 
YUP pb -12027-1 $24.95

Art of the Korean Renaissance 
MMA hc 80-002970 $40 
YUP hc -14891-6 $40

The Arts of Japan: Symposium  
MMA pb 03-007457 $19.95

Arts of Korea 
MMA hc 05-001359 $50  
YUP hc -08578-5 $50

Asia 
MMA hc 04-060117 $19.95 
YUP hc -08781-9 $24.95 

Bridge of Dreams: Japanese Art 
MMA hc 05-006804 $49.95  
YUP hc -08680-5 $49.95

China: Dawn of a Golden Age 
MMA hc 05-010392 $35 
YUP hc -10487-5 $35

A Chinese Garden Court 
MMA pb 04-001244 $12.95

Cultural Convergence in the Northern Qi Period 
MMA pb 05-019880 $19.95

Designing Nature: The Rinpa Aesthetic in Japanese Art 
[See page 6]�

East Asian Lacquer 
MMA hc 05-005616 $30 
YUP hc -08592-1 $30

How to Read Chinese Paintings 
MMA pb 05-001490 $25 
Yale pb -14187-0 $25

Korean Buncheong Ceramics  
[See page 17]�

Landscapes Clear and Radiant: The Art of Wang Hui  
MMA hc 80-000390 $65 
YUP hc -14144-3 $65

The Legacy of Genghis Khan: Courtly Art and Culture 
in Western Asia 
MMA hc 05-001540 $60 
YUP hc -09691-0 $60

Li Kung-lin’s “Classic of Filial Piety” 
MMA hc 05-005897 $29.95 
YUP hc -08633-1 $29.95 

The Lotus Transcendent: Indian and Southeast Asian 
Sculpture 
MMA hc 05-005582 $19.95  
YUP hc -08634-8 $19.95 

Storytelling in Japanese Art  
[See page 17]�

Straddling East and West: Lin Yutang 
MMA pb 05-007976 $24.95

Turning Point: Oribe and the Arts of Sixteenth-Century 
Japan 
MMA hc 05-010350 $35 
MMA pb 05-010368 $10 
YUP hc -10195-9 $35

Wisdom Embodied 
MMA hc 80-008755 $65 
Yale hc -15521-1 $65 

Wonder of the Age: Master Painters of India 
[See page 19]�

The World of Khubilai Khan 
MMA hc  80-008506 $65 
YUP hc -16656-9 $65

The Written Image: Japanese Calligraphy and Painting  
MMA hc 05-019914 $35 
YUP hc -09689-7 $35

costume anD Fashion

Alexander McQueen: Savage Beauty 
[See page 15]�

AngloMania  
MMA hc 05-007687 $29.95 
YUP hc -11785-1 $29.95

Extreme Beauty: The Body Transformed 
MMA pb 05-007422 $29.95  
YUP pb -10312-3 $29.95 

Goddess: The Classical Mode 
MMA hc 05-007620 $39.95 
YUP hc -09882-2 $39.95

High Style 
MMA hc 80-006751 $50 
MMA pb 80-000041 $25 
Yale hc -15522-8 $50

The Model as Muse 
MMA pb 80-004085 $35 
YUP hc -14893-0 $50

Poiret   
MMA hc 05-011234 $65  
YUP hc -12029-5 $65

Schiaparelli and Prada: Impossible Conversations 
[See page 2]�

Superheroes: Fashion and Fantasy 
MMA hc 05-001714 $50 
YUP hc -13670-8 $50 

WILD: Fashion Untamed 
MMA pb 05-007174 $15 
YUP pb -10638-1 $24.95

Drawings anD Prints

Art and Anatomy in Renaissance Italy 
[See page 8]�

The Drawings of Bronzino 
MMA hc 80-005590 $60 
Yale hc -15512-9 $60

The Drawings of Filippino Lippi and His Circle 
MMA hc 05-002985 $60 
YUP hc -08591-4 $60

Dürer and Beyond: Central European Drawings 
[See page 11]�

Eighteenth-Century French Drawings  
MMA hc 05-006929 $19.95  
YUP hc -08600-3 $19.95

Infinite Jest: Caricature and Satire 
[See page 20]�

An Italian Journey: Drawings from the Tobey Collection 
MMA hc 80-006749 $50 
YUP hc -15524-2 $50

Leonardo da Vinci, Master Draftsman 
MMA hc 05-001565 $75 
MMA pb 05-001573 $35 
YUP hc -09878-5 $75

Pen and Parchment: Drawing in the Middle Ages 
MMA hc 80-004086 $50 
YUP hc -14894-7 $50

Raphael to Renoir: Drawings  
MMA hc 05-000401 $60 
YUP hc -14207-5 $60

Vincent van Gogh: The Drawings 
MMA hc 05-007661 $65 
MMA pb 05-007679 $29.95 
YUP hc -10720-3 $65

egyPtian art

The Art of Medicine in Ancient Egypt 
MMA pb 05-007042 $19.95 
YUP pb -10728-9 $19.95

Dawn of Egyptian Art  
[See page 9]�

Egyptian Art at Eton College 
MMA pb 05-009196 $16.95  
YUP pb -08690-4 $16.95

An Egyptian Bestiary 
MMA pb 04-051900 $12.95

Egyptian Stone Vessels: Khian through Tuthmosis IV 
MMA pb 05-004486 $25.00 
YUP pb -08596-9 $25.00

Egyptian Studies III: Varia Nova  
YUP hc -08597-6 $65

Gifts for the Gods: Images from Egyptian Temples 
MMA hc 05-001706 $20 
YUP hc -12408-8 $40

Hatshepsut: From Queen to Pharaoh 
MMA hc 05-001581 $65 
MMA pb 05-001599 $10 
YUP hc -11139-2 $65

Life along the Nile 
MMA pb 04-052122 $12.95

Le Papyrus d’Imouthès: Fils de Psintaês 
MMA hc 05-008685 $30 
YUP hc -09054-3 $30

The Tomb of Three Foreign Wives of Tuthmosis III 
MMA hc 05-007760 $125 
YUP hc -10121-8 $125

Tutankhamun’s Funeral 
MMA pb 80-007343 $14.95 
YUP pb -16735-1 $14.95

Tutankhamun’s Tomb 
MMA hc 05-007919 $24.95 
YUP hc -12026-4 $24.95
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The Age of Rembrandt: Dutch Paintings  
MMA pb 04-052270 $9.95 
YUP pb -12406-4 $9.95

Art and Autoradiography: Insights into the Genesis of 
Paintings by Rembrandt, Van Dyck, and Vermeer 
MMA hc 05-001235 $50 
YUP hc -08572-3 $50

Art and Love in Renaissance Italy 
MMA hc 05-001474 $65 
MMA pb 05-001482 $45 
YUP hc -12411-8 $65

Bellini, Titian, and Lotto: North Italian Paintings 
[See page 9]�

British Paintings, 1575–1875 
MMA hc 80-005595 $95 
YUP hc -15509-9 $95

Cézanne to Picasso 
MMA hc 05-003488 $65 
YUP hc -11779-0 $65

Cézanne to Van Gogh 
MMA hc 05-006788 $19.95  
YUP hc -08584-6 $19.95 

Dosso Dossi 
MMA hc 05-006903 $35 
YUP hc -08590-7 $35

Duccio and the Origins of Western Painting 
MMA pb 80-000397 $19.95  
YUP pb -14544-1 $19.95

Dutch Paintings  
MMA hc 05-008008 $175 
YUP hc -12028-8 $175

Early Netherlandish Painting at the Crossroads 
MMA pb 05-006846 $29.95  
YUP pb -09368-1 $29.95

European Miniatures  
MMA hc 05-006895 $19.95  
YUP hc -08604-1 $19.95

European Paintings by Artists Born before 1865 
MMA hc 05-005921 $55  
MMA pb 05-006424 $20  
YUP hc -08605-8 $55

Flemish Paintings  
MMA hc 05-006093 $25  
YUP hc -08606-5 $45

Fra Angelico  
YUP hc -11140-8 $65

Frans Hals: Style and Substance  
MMA pb 80-012829 $14.95 
YUP pb -16982-9 $14.95

From Filippo Lippi to Piero della Francesca 
MMA pb -05-008586 $25

From Van Eyck to Bruegel  
MMA hc 05-002142 $65  
YUP hc -08609-6 $65

The Genius of Andrea Mantegna 
MMA pb 80-005324 $14.95 
YUP pb -16161-8 $14.95

Gerard David 
MMA hc 05-008651 $34.95  
YUP hc -08611-9 $34.95

The Lure of the Exotic: Gauguin 
YUP hc -09371-1 $39.95

Man, Myth, and Sensual Pleasures: Jan Gossart 
[See page 16]�

Manet/Velázquez: The French Taste for Spanish 
Painting 
MMA hc 05-010194 $50 
MMA pb 05-010202 $10 
YUP hc -09880-8 $75

Masterpieces of European Painting 
MMA hc 05-001375 $65 
MMA pb 05-001383 $39.95 
YUP hc -12412-5 $65

Masterpieces of Impressionism and Post-Impressionism 
MMA hc 80-004765 $65 
MMA pb 80-004766 $39.95 
YUP hc -12402-6 $65

“The Milkmaid” by Johannes Vermeer 
MMA pb 80-005586 $9.95

Painters of Reality: The Legacy of Leonardo and 
Caravaggio  
MMA hc 05-007349 $45 
YUP hc -10275-8 $45 

Pastel Portraits 
MMA pb 80-012390  $14.95 
YUP pb -16981-2 $14.95

Portraits by Ingres 
MMA hc 05-007083 $29.95 
YUP hc -08653-9 $29.95

Poussin and Nature 
MMA hc 05-008040 $65 
YUP hc -13668-5 $65

The Private Collection of Edgar Degas 
MMA hc 05-002670 $9.95 
YUP hc -08657-7 $9.95

Raphael at the Metropolitan: The Colonna Altarpiece 
MMA pb 04-052239 $9.95 
YUP pb -11790-5 $19.95

Rembrandt and His Circle 
MMA pb 04-052247 $9.95

Rembrandt/Not Rembrandt 

Vol. I: Paintings: Problems and Issues

Vol. II: Paintings, Drawings, and Prints: Art-
Historical Perspectives 
MMA pb 05-006531 $49.95 
YUP pb -08660-7 $49.95

The Renaissance Portrait from Donatello to Bellini  
[See page 15]�

Rooms with a View  
[See page 20]�

Signac 
MMA hc 05-007398 $29.95 
YUP hc -08860-1 $65

Théodore Chassériau  
MMA hc 05-008552 $25 
YUP hc -09690-3 $35

Treasures of a Lost Art: Italian Manuscript Painting 
MMA hc 05-009287 $24.95 
YUP hc -09879-2 $24.95

Velázquez Rediscovered 
MMA pb 80-006735 $9.95

Watteau, Music, and Theater 
MMA hc 80-005582 $35 
YUP hc -15507-5 $35

The Wrightsman Pictures   
MMA hc 05-007893 $65 
YUP hc -10719-7 $75

euroPean sculPture anD  
Decorative arts

Art of the Royal Court: Treasures in Pietre Dure  
MMA hc 05-001730 $65 
YUP hc -13672-2 $65

Augustin Pajou, Royal Sculptor 
MMA hc 05-003413 $25  
YUP hc -08579-2 $40

Bernini: Sculpting in Clay 
[See page 8]�

Cameo Appearances  
MMA pb 04-052296 $19.95 
YUP pb -14145-0 $19.95

European Furniture  
MMA hc 04-002218 $60 
YUP hc -10484-4 $85

European Post-Medieval Tapestries 
MMA hc 05-016043   $125 
YUP hc -08603-4 $125

European Sculpture, 1400–1900 
[See page 21]�

Extravagant Inventions: Furniture of the Roentgens 
[See page 11]�

French Royal Furniture  
MMA pb 04-052221 $9.95

The Gubbio Studiolo and Its Conservation 
MMA hc 05-007232 $95 
YUP hc -08516-7 $95

Honoré Lannuier 
MMA hc 05-003298 $35 
YUP hc -08619-5 $35

Playing with Fire: European Terracotta Models 
MMA hc 05-016092 $40 
YUP hc -10190-4 $40 

Tapestry in the Baroque: New Aspects  
MMA pb 80-008611 $40 
YUP pb -15514-3 $40

Tapestry in the Baroque: Threads of Splendor 
MMA hc 05-001680  $75 
MMA pb 05-001698 $35 
YUP hc -12407-1 $75

Vienna Circa 1780: An Imperial Silver Service 
MMA hc 80-006747 $35 
YUP hc -15518-1 $35

The Wrightsman Galleries for French Decorative Arts 
MMA hc 80-006745 $40 
YUP hc -15520-4 $40

greek anD roman

Ancient Art from Cyprus 
MMA pb 05-007281 $19.95 

Art of the Classical World  
MMA hc 05-001664 $60 
MMA pb 05-001672 $45 
YUP hc -12031-8 $75

The Cesnola Collection: Terracottas 
MMA cd-rom 05-007794 $25 
YUP cd-rom -10284-0 $45

Corpus Vasorum Antiquorum: Greek Geometric and 
Protoattic Pottery 
MMA hc 03-726122 $185

Glories of the Past: Ancient Art 
MMA hc 05-005285 $45 
YUP hc -08615-7 $45

How to Read Greek Vases 
MMA pb 80-006753 $25 
Yale pb -15523-5 $25

Light on Stone: Greek and Roman Sculpture  
MMA hc 05-006994 $40 
MMA pb 05-007034 $19.95 
YUP hc -09692-7 $40

Roman Frescoes from Boscoreale 
MMA pb 80-005326 $14.95 
YUP pb -15519-8 $14.95 

The Year One: Art of the Ancient World East and West 
MMA hc 05-002175 $19.95 
YUP hc -08514-3 $19.95
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Glass of the Sultans 
MMA hc 05-007588 $39.95  
YUP hc -08851-9 $39.95

The Islamic World 
MMA pb 04-060364 $19.95

The Legacy of Genghis Khan 
MMA hc 05-001540 $60 
YUP hc -09691-0 $60

Masterpieces from the Department of Islamic Art 
[See page 18]�

Raqqa Revisited: Ceramics of Ayyubid Syria 
MMA hc 05-019930 $35 
YUP hc -11143-9 $35  

The “Shahnama” of Shah Tahmasp 
[See page 18]�

Sultans of the South  
MMA pb 80013596 $50 
YUP pb -17587-5 $50

Turkmen Jewelry: Silver Ornaments  
[See page 19]�

meDieval anD By zantine

The Art of Illumination: The “Belles Heures” of Jean de 
France, Duc de Berry 
MMA hc 05-001466 $65 
YUP hc -13671-5 $65

Byzantium and Islam: Age of Transition 
[See page 7]�

Byzantium: Faith and Power 
MMA hc 05-007489 $75 
MMA pb 05-007497 $34.95  
YUP hc -10278-9 $75

Byzantium: Perspectives on Late Byzantine Art  
MMA pb 05-007364 $29.95 
YUP pb -11141-5 $29.95

Choirs of Angels: Painting in Italian Choir Books 
MMA pb 80-000400 $19.95  
YUP pb -14142-9 $19.95

The Cloisters: Medieval Art and Architecture 
[See page 13]�

The Cloisters Cross  
MMA hc 05-006085 $25  
YUP hc -08586-0 $25

Enamels of Limoges 
MMA hc 05-004080 $40 
YUP hc -08602-7 $40

Europe in the Middle Ages 
MMA hc 04-060091 $19.95 
YUP hc -08784-0 $24.95

The Glory of Byzantium 
MMA pb 05-003264 $50

Italian Medieval Sculpture  
MMA hc 80-008652 $75 
YUP hc -14898-5 $75

The Jaharis Gospel Lectionary 
MMA hc 80-004771 $30 
YUP hc -14899-2 $30

Late Medieval Sculpture  
MMA pb 04-052262 $14.95

The Luminous Image: Painted Glass Roundels in the 
Lowlands 
MMA pb 05-006465 $19.95 
YUP pb -08635-5 $19.95

Medieval Tapestries  
MMA hc 05-005863 $50 
YUP hc -08636-2 $50

Mirror of the Medieval World 
MMA hc 05-006762 $40 
YUP hc -08638-6 $40

Painting and Illumination in Early Renaissance Florence  
MMA hc 05-001300 $65 
MMA pb 05-001318 $29.95 
YUP hc -08659-1 $65

Prague: The Crown of Bohemia 
MMA hc 05-003348 $65 
YUP hc -11138-5 $65

Set in Stone: The Face in Medieval Sculpture 
MMA hc 05-007521 $25 
YUP hc -11781-3 $50

The Treasury of Basel Cathedral 
MMA hc 05-007240 $9.95 
YUP hc -08849-6 $24.95

The Unicorn Tapestries 
MMA pb 04-002325 $24.95 
YUP pb -10630-5 $24.95

moDern anD contemPorary

Abstract Expressionism   
MMA hc 05-003199 $29.95  
YUP hc -08565-5 $29.95

Abstract Expressionism and Other Modern Works 
MMA hc 05-007968 $50 
YUP hc -12252-7 $50

The American Matisse 
MMA hc 80-005596 $60 
YUP hc -15510-5 $60

Frank Stella: Painting into Architecture 
MMA pb 05-006879 $16.95 
YUP pb -13148-2 $16.95

Matisse: In Search of True Painting 
[See page 5]�

Modern Europe 
MMA pb 04-060349 $19.95 
YUP hc -08788-8 $19.95

Painters in Paris, 1895–1950 
MMA pb 05-007570 $9.95 
YUP pb -08679-9 $9.95

Picasso and Gertrude Stein 
MMA pb 04-052254 $14.95 
YUP pb -12099-8 $14.95

Picasso in The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
MMA hc 80-006743 $60 
MMA pb 80-006744 $35 
YUP hc -15525-9 $60

Pierre Bonnard: The Late Still Lifes and Interiors 
MMA hc 80-002580 $45 
YUP hc -14889-3 $50

Regarding Warhol: Fifty Artists, Fifty Years 
[See page 3]�

Stieglitz and His Artists 
[See page 16]�

PhotograPhy

All the Mighty World: The Photographs of Roger Fenton 
MMA hc 05-010251 $65 
YUP hc -10490-5 $65

Faking It: Manipulated Photography 
[See page 4]�

Impressed by Light: British Photographs from Paper 
Negatives 
MMA hc 05-003512 $75 
YUP hc -12405-7 $75

The New Vision: Photography between the World Wars 
MMA pb 05-004981 $19.95 
YUP pb -08642-3 $19.95

Perfect Documents: Walker Evans and African Art 
MMA pb 05-003454 $24.95 
YUP pb -08681-2 $24.95

The Photographs of Édouard Baldus 
MMA hc 05-006341 $65 
YUP hc -08676-8 $65

The Pictures Generation 
MMA hc 80-003026 $60 
MMA pb 80-003027 $40 
YUP hc -14892-3 $60

Stieglitz, Steichen, Strand 
[See page 22]�

The Waking Dream: Photography’s First Century 
MMA pb 05-005855 $40

Walker Evans 
MMA hc 05-003322 $39.95
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